Resonant production of excited u quark at the Future Circular Collider and Super proton-proton Collider have been researched. Dominant jet-jet decay mode has been considered. It is shown that FCC and SppC have great potential for discovery of excited u quark: up to 44 and 58 TeV masses, respectively. This discovery will also give an opportunity to determine the compositeness scale up to multi-PeV
I. INTRODUCTION
SppC will deliver pp collisions with 22500 f b −1 integrated luminosity in 15 years (See Tab. I). In this work, we explored spin-1/2 excited u quark (u ⋆ ) at the FCC and the SppC. In the following, we stated spin-1/2 excited quark interaction Lagrangian, decay widths and cross section values in section II, signal-background analysis to determine cuts in section III and attainable mass and compositeness scale (Λ) limits and conclusions in section IV.
II. INTERACTION LAGRANGIAN, DECAY WIDTHS and CROSS SECTIONS
As an effective interaction Lagrangian [20, 22, 25, 52] , Equation 1 was utilized for the spin-1/2 excited quarks :
where, compositeness scale is represented as Λ, q ⋆ R denotes right-handed excited quark, q L depicts ground state left-handed quark, field strength tensors are G a µν for gluon, − → W µν for SU (2) , and B µν for U(1). λ a , − → τ , and Y are color parameters for gluon-quark interaction, Pauli spin matrices and weak hyper-charge, respectively. Gauge coupling constants are g s , g, and g ′ ; and f s , f, f ′ are free parameters that are taken as equal to 1 in numerical calculations. Interaction Lagrangian (Eq. 1) was implemented into CalcHEP [58] software by using LanHEP interface [59, 60] . In our calculations, CTEQ6L1 [61, 62] parton distribution function was used and factorizations and renormalization scale were taken equal to M u ⋆ .
Partial decay widths of different channels are
with
4πα/sinθ W , and g Z = g W /cosθ W here T 3 is the third component of the weak isospin of u ⋆ . In Fig. 1 , total decay widths were given for Λ = M u ⋆ and Λ = 100 TeV by scanning excited quark mass from 6 TeV to 100 TeV. It is obviously seen that while u ⋆ mass value is risen, decay widths are increased. Basically, pp → u ⋆ + X → ug + X is a signal process and 6 Feynman diagrams (Fig. 2) emerge with u ⋆ that make contributions to signal cross section calculations.
In scale value is taken as equal to excited u quark mass, cross section values are about 300 times higher at M u ⋆ = 6 TeV for both collider options. Indeed, it seems that u ⋆ could be produced at very high mass values for both collider options. 
III. SIGNAL and BACKGROUND ANALYSIS
As mentioned in previous section signal process is defined as pp → u ⋆ + X → ug + X. Background process which is used in calculation is pp → jj + X, here j denotes In order to calculate statistical significance, Eq. 6 is used;
where, σ S and σ B denote signal and background cross section values, respectively and L int represents integrated luminosity. Using Eq. 6, we have calculated u ⋆ mass' discovery (5σ), observation (3σ) and exclusion (2σ) limits on prospective frontier machines, namely FCC and SppC. In principle, compositeness scale might be quite higher than excited quark mass. If excited u quark is not discovered at FCC or SppC, one can evaluate lower limits on compositeness scale. For illustration, we plot achievable compositeness scale depending on u ⋆ mass for ultimate luminosity values at both colliders were plotted in 
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